Abstract-We study efficient translations of Regular Linear Temporal Logic (RLTL) into automata on infinite words. RLTL is a temporal logic that fuses Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) with regular expressions, extending its expressive power to all ω-regular languages.
I. INTRODUCTION
We study the problem of formal temporal verification of reactive systems, which starts from a specification of the intended behavior in some temporal logic. In this paper we study the logic RLTL [1] , [2] that extends LTL [3] , [4] with regular expressions.
The automata-theoretic approach to model checking reduces this verification problem to automata constructions and automata decision problems. The verification process begins by translating the negation of the formula into an equivalent automaton on infinite words. This automaton accepts all the traces that violate the specification. Then, the automaton is composed synchronously with the system description. Finally, a non-emptiness check reveals whether the system admits some counterexample trace.
Modernly, specifications are translated into alternating automata because their richer structure enables a direct translation from temporal logics, postponing a potentially exponential blow-up. Another advantage of alternation is the easy dualization (see Muller and Schupp [5] ) provided by the availability of both conjunctive and disjunctive transition relations. However, to obtain an automaton accepting the complement language of a given automaton, one also needs to complement the acceptance condition (see for example [6] ). For LTL one can first translate a formula (e.g., the negation of the specification) into negation normal form (NNF) by pushing negation to the propositional level, and then use automata with weak acceptance conditions [7] , [8] , in which the structured of the automaton consists of strongly connected components (SCC) all of which are either accepting or rejecting. Extensions of LTL with regular expression, like RLTL, do not have negation normal forms. Hence, a translation of the logical negation operator must be given, precluding the use of weak acceptance conditions.
In this paper we show how to translate RLTL into strong parity automata on words (APW) with a particular internal structure, and study the complementation construction for the resulting APW. The classical complementation for the parity condition increments in one unit the color assigned to every state, turning an arbitrary sequence of states from accepting into rejecting (and viceversa). However, if this construction is used to translate the logical negation operator, the total number of colors in the resulting automaton can grow linearly in the size of the formula. The best known algorithm [9] for translating an APW with n states and k colors into a non-deterministic Büchi automaton requires 2 O(nk log nk) . In this work, we use a faster complementation construction based on the following intuition. Traces of runs of the automaton get trapped in an SCC, meaning that all states in a suffix of a given trace belong to some SCC of the automaton. Hence, it is sufficient for a complementation construction to consider SCCs independently. This idea enables a translation of RLTL (including the negation operator) into APW using only colors 0, 1 and 2. These automata are equivalent to alternating Streett automata on words (ASW) with one accepting pair (denoted ASW{1}). The translation proceeds inductively, building at each step a pair of complement automata. Then, inspired by this translation we enrich RLTL with new constructs, including universal sequential composition. The enriched logic admits a negation normal form.
Finally, we study the translation into non-deterministic Büchi automata (NBW). Streett{1} rankings (see [10] ) directly allow to translate an ASW{1} into an NBW of size 2 O(n log n) . Here, we use again the particular stratified structure of the ASW{1} automata obtained from RLTL expressions. Each stratum in the generated ASW{1} is either Büchi (only colors 1 and 2) or coBüchi (colors 0 and 1), making these automata equivalent to hesitant automata AHW (see [11] ). We introduce a notion of stratified ranking and show that for all RLTL operators (except one), the ranking of each state can be statically predetermined. This result produces NBW with size 2 O(n log m) where m is the size of the largest stratum that cannot be predetermined. In particular, all LTL operators generate strata of size 1, which result into NBW of size 2 O(n) when using our method to translate LTL into NBW.
The rest of the of paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the preliminaries, and Section III introduces RLTL. Section IV shows the translation from RLTL into stratified ASW{1}, and Section V the translation into NBW, including stratified rankings. Section VI shows our empirical study. Finally, Section VII concludes.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We use B + (X ) for the positive Boolean formulas over a set of propositions X . These formulas are built from true, false and elements of X , using ∧ and ∨. A minimal model M of a positive Boolean formula θ is a subset of X such that M satisfies θ but no strict subset of M satisfies θ. For example, given the set Q = {q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , q 3 }, the formula
The minimal models of θ 1 are {q 1 , q 2 } and {q 3 }. Given a positive Boolean formula θ there is a dual formula θ obtained by switching ∧ and ∨, and switching true and false. For example, the dual of θ 1 above is
. The minimal models of θ 1 are {q 1 , q 3 } and {q 2 , q 3 }.
An alternating automaton is a tuple A : Σ, Q, δ, I, F where Σ is a propositional alphabet, Q is a finite set of states,
is the transition function, I ∈ B + (Q) is the initial condition, and F is the acceptance condition. A frame of an automaton A is the tuple Σ, Q, δ, I . A frame is called non-deterministic whenever I, and δ(q, a) for all states q and symbols a, have singleton sets as minimal models. In other words, I and δ(q, a) are equivalent to disjunctive formulas. A frame is called universal if I, and δ(q, a) for all states q and symbols a, have a unique minimal model. In other words, I and δ(q, a) are equivalent to conjunctive formulas. A frame is deterministic if it is both non-deterministic and universal, that is if both the initial condition and transition functions correspond to true, false or a single successor state. In general a frame is neither universal nor non-deterministic, but fully alternating. Given a word w ∈ Σ ω , a run of w on a frame F : Σ, Q, δ, I is a DAG (V, E) with nodes V ⊆ Q × N, s.t.:
. A trace of a run is an infinite path in the run, or a finite path finishing in an state with no successor in the run. A non-deterministic frame may admit multiple different runs for a given word, but each run contains a unique trace. A universal frame admits just one run for each word, but this run may contain multiple traces. In general a frame admits multiple runs each with multiple traces.
Given a frame F : Σ, Q, δ, I , the specular frame is F : Σ, Q, δ, I , where I is the dual of I and δ is the dual transition function: δ(q, a) is the dual formula of δ(q, a) for all states q and symbols a. The graph of a frame has Q as a set of nodes and contains an edge p → q whenever q is in some minimal model of δ(p, a) for some symbol a. The graphs of a frame and its specular frame are identical, because if q is in some minimal model of δ(p, a) then q is also in some minimal model of δ(p, a). Therefore, a frame admits a trace iff its specular frame also admits the trace.
An automaton equips a frame with an acceptance condition, which determines whether an infinite sequence of states is accepting. A finite trace finishing in a state (q, i) with no successor is accepting. Given an infinite sequence of states π : q 0 , q 1 , q 2 . . . we let inf(π) be those states from Q that occur infinitely many times in π. In this paper we consider the following acceptance conditions:
• parity:
partition of Q induced by the SCCs, ordered by < according to reachability in the automaton graph, and α marks each partition as either Büchi or coBüchi. A trace π is accepting when
Observation: A parity acceptance condition with colors {0, 1, 2} corresponds to the Streett condition (B, G) with B = {q | F (q) = 1} and G = {q | F (q) = 2}. The Streett pair (B, G) forces (for a trace to be accepting) that if some state marked 1 is visited infinitely often, then some state marked 2 is also visited infinitely often. The other possible case is that only states that are not marked either B or G states are visited infinitely often. In this case, the trace is also good for the parity automaton.
We use stratum to refer to an SCC of an automaton graph. The stratification of hesitant automata given by the partition implies that every infinite trace gets trapped in a stratum S i . Then, the Büchi or coBüchi condition on the stratum determines whether the trace is accepting. We use ABW (resp. AcBW, APW, ASW and AHW) to represent Büchi (resp. coBüchi, parity, Streett and hesitant) alternating automata on words. We use APW{0, 1, 2} for APW that only use colors 0, 1 and 2 and ASW{1} for ASW with only one pair.
When a trace π is accepted according to an acceptance condition F , we write π ∈ acc(F ). A run of an alternating automaton is called accepting whenever all its traces are accepting. We say that a word w is in the language of automaton A, and we write w ∈ L(A), whenever there is an accepting run for w on A.
The following definition and theorem relate the notions of specular pairs and complement languages.
Definition 1 Two automata A and B over the same alphabet are a specular pair whenever their frames are specular and for all paths π in the frame graph π ∈ acc(F A ) if and only if π /
∈ acc(F B ).
Theorem 2 (Specular Automata and Complement)
Let A and B be a specular pair of automata. Then
Theorem 2 reduces the proof that two automata with dual frames are complements to checking that the traces that can happen have opposite acceptance. In the next section, we use this result to build an incremental translation, in which we only need to check the new traces added at each step.
III. THE LOGIC RLTL
Regular Linear Temporal Logic [1] , [2] is a formalism for specifying w-regular languages. The logic is defined in two stages, similarly to PSL [12] or ForSpec [13] . In the first stage we build regular expressions that define finite non-empty segments of infinite words. In the second stage, we build RLTL expressions to define sets of infinite words. The syntax of each of these two formalisms contain only a finite collection of constructor symbols. In particular, the language of RLTL contains no fix-point binders or automata constructors.
Regular Expressions: The basic elements of regular expressions are basic expressions, which are Boolean combinations of a finite set of atomic propositions, whose truth value is interpreted in a single state. The syntax of regular expressions is given by the following grammar:
where p ranges over basic expressions. The intended interpretation of the operators +, ; and * are the standard union, concatenation and binary Kleene-star. Our version of regular expressions describe segments of infinite words. Given an infinite word w ∈ Σ ω , a position is a natural number. We use w[i] for the symbol at position i in word w. Given an infinite word w and two positions i and j, the tuple (w, i, j) is called the segment of the word w between positions i and j. Note that a segment consists of the whole word w with two tags, not just the sequence of symbols that occur between two positions. This allows the extension of regular expressions to past expressions [2] , but in this paper we only study future expressions. A pointed word is a pair (w, i) formed by a word w and a position i. The formal semantics of regular expressions is defined as a binary relation RE between segments and regular expressions, as follows. Given a basic expression p, regular expressions r and s, and a word w:
RLTL: Expressions in Regular Linear Temporal Logic define languages over infinite words. The key elements of RLTL are the power operators that generalize many constructs from different linear-time logics and calculi. The syntax of RLTL expressions is defined by the grammar:
where α ranges over regular expressions. The symbol ∨ stands for union of languages (logical disjunction), and ¬ represents language complement (logical negation). The symbol ; stands for the concatenation of an expression over finite words followed by an expression over infinite words. The operator ∅ defines the empty language (logical false). The operators ϕ|α ϕ and its weak version ϕ|α ϕ are called the power operators. The expressions x|r y and x|r y (read x at r until y, and, respectively, x at r weak-until y) are built from three elements: y (the attempt), x (the obligation) and r (the delay). For x|r y to hold, either the attempt holds, or the obligation is met and the whole expression evaluates successfully after the delay. For x|r y to hold, the obligation must be met after a finite number of delays. On the contrary, x|z y does not require the attempt to be met after a finite number of delays, allowing the obligation and delay to be repeated ad infinitum.
These two simple operators allow the definition of many other temporal operators. For example, the strong until operator x U y of LTL can be seen as an attempt for y to hold, or otherwise an obligation for x to be met and a delay of a single step. Similarly, the ω-regular expression x ω can be interpreted as a weak power operator having no possible escape and a trivially fulfilled obligation, with a delay indicated by x. Then, conventional ω-regular expressions can describe sophisticated delays with trivial attempts and obligations, while conventional LTL constructs allow complex attempts and obligations but trivial one-step delays. Power operators generalize both types of constructs. The completeness of RLTL with respect to ω-regular languages follows immediately from the expressibility of ω-regular expressions. In particular, Wolper's example [14] of an ω-regular language not definable in LTL (p happening at every even state) can be defined as p|true ; true ∅. The size of an RLTL formula is defined as the total number of its symbols.
The semantics of RLTL relates expressions and pointed words. Given two RLTL expressions x and y, a regular expression r, and a word w:
• (w, i) ∅ never holds.
• (w, i) r ;y iff for some k, (w, i, k) RE r and (w,k) y.
• (w, i) x|r y iff (w, i) y or for some sequence
• (w, i) x|r y whenever either x|r y or for some infinite seq
The semantics of x|r y establishes that either the obligation y is satisfied at the point i of the evaluation, or there is a sequence of delays-each determined by r-after which y holds, and x holds before each individual delay. The semantics of x|r y also allow the case where y never holds, but x always holds before any number of evaluations of r. Languages are associated with RLTL expressions as usual: a word w ∈ Σ ω is in the language of an expression x, denoted by w ∈ L(x), whenever (w, 0) x.
IV. RLTL INTO APW USING SPECULAR PAIRS
We present here a translation of RLTL expressions into APW{0, 1, 2} based on Theorem 2. The main idea is to generate, at each step, a specular automata pair with the first automaton accepting the same language as the expression. By duality, the specular automaton accepts the complement language. Handling logical negation becomes trivial: one simply needs to switch the elements of the pair.
A previous translation of RLTL presented in [2] needed n colors (n being the size of the formula) instead of 3.
Using [10] , [9] to translate APW into NBW would produce NBW with 2 O(n 2 log n) states for the old translation and 2 O(n log n) states for the one presented here. In Section V below we show how to reduce it further to 2
O(n log m)
(where m is the size of the largest stratum), and 2 O(n) for the LTL fragment of RLTL.
The translation is described inductively. For every operator, we show how to compute the specular automata pair, starting from the automata pairs for the sub-expressions. In particular, assume that (A x , A x ) and (A y , A y ) are specular pairs for RLTL expressions x and y and that N r is an NFA for regular expression r. We use q → a F r for "q ∈ Q r and δ(q, a) ∩ F r = ∅," and we use q → a F r for "q ∈ Q r and δ(q, a) ∩ F r = ∅." 
The state space of both A r;x : Σ, Q, δ, I, F and A r;x : Σ, Q, δ, I, F are Q r ∪Q x . The initial conditions are I = I r and I = I r . The transition function is:
The acceptance condition is: for q ∈ Q x then F (q) = F x (q) and F (q) = F x (q). For q ∈ Q r then F (q) = 1 and F (q) = 0.
Complementation: Consider now an RLTL subexpression x, with specular pair (A x , A x ). Since (w, i) A x if and only if (w, i) A x , it follows that (A x , A x ) is a specular pair for ¬x. 
For the acceptance condition:
0 Even though the frame of these automata could have been defined without introducing q 0 (by cleverly choosing I and δ), the introduction of q 0 is justified by the necessity to distinguish in the acceptance condition traces that visit q 0 infinitely often versus traces that get trapped in Q r .
Weak Power: Again, the state spaces of both A x|r y : Σ, Q, δ, I, F and A x|r y : Σ, Q, δ, I, F is Q r ∪Q x ∪Q y ∪ {q 0 } for a fresh state q 0 . For the initial condition I = q 0 and I = q 0 . The transition relation and acceptance condition are exactly the same as for the Power operator except for the following cases:
Theorem 3 Let ϕ be an RLTL expression and A ϕ be the automaton obtained using the construction described in this
The proof of Theorem 3 is greatly simplified by Theorem 2 because at every stage the construction builds automata with specular frame, so one only needs to reason about the acceptance of traces that get trapped in SCCs formed by the freshly added states. The construction also satisfies two important properties: 1) each stage introduces a new stratum (SCC) that cannot be reached from strata added in previous stages. That is, traces that move to the automaton of a sub-expression do not visit the stratum added for the containing expression. 2) The stratum at each stage is decorated only with color 0 (an accepting stratum), only with color 1 (a rejecting stratum), only with colors 0 and 1 (a coBüchi stratum) or only with colors 1 and 2 (a Büchi stratum). These two observations imply that the automaton has the particular structure of a stratified ASW{1} or equivalently of hesitant automaton AHW. We show in Section V how to efficiently translate these automata into NBW using a refined version of Streett rankings.
A Universal Sequential Operator:
In the previous construction, we observe that the specular automaton for the sequential operator r ; x describes the set of traces in which "all occurrences of r (if any) are followed by failing occurrences of x". This observation inspires the introduction of the universal sequential operator r · x, whose semantics is:
The translation of r · x is precisely A r;¬x above, and the specular automaton is exactly A r;¬x . Note that the stratum corresponding to r in A r·x has a universal frame, obtained by dualizing the non-deterministic transition relation of N r . The duality laws ¬(r ; x) ≡ r · ¬x and ¬(r · x) ≡ r ; ¬x hold immediately.
Universal Power Operators:
Similarly, we define new operators x r y and x r y, duals of x|r y and x|r y, respectively. These new operators force repetitions to hold at all possible delays, instead of at some possible delay. The semantics are:
• (w, i) x r y iff (w, i) y and for all seq Finally, x ∧ y is defined with translation (A x∨y , A x∨y ). The deMorgan laws hold:
Orienting these duality laws from left to right allows to push logical negation ¬ to the propositional level, so RLTL extended with these operators admits a negation normal form. Note that this negation normal form is obtained after the translation by specular pairs. It does not follow immediately that the existence of such a normal form enables a translation into automata with weak acceptance condition, because one has to show translations for the new operators, including essentially all elements of pairs in the translation of RLTL presented above.
V. FROM STRATIFIED ASW{1} INTO NBW
This section shows how to translate the alternating automata obtained in Section IV into NBW. We first revisit the notion of Streett ranking from [10] , which in turn is based on the notion of coBüchi ranking [15] . Then, we refine rankings to exploit the stratification of the automata obtained as a result of the translation from RLTL. We first show a general translation of ASW{1} into NBW.
Rankings for ASW{1} : We use [k] an abbreviation for the set {0 . . . k}. The following definitions assume a given ASW{1} automaton A with n states, acceptance condition (B, G), a word w ∈ Σ ω and a run G : (V, E) of A on w.
It follows that for every path π on a run DAG G, either π visits infinitely often G states or, after some prefix, condition (ii) applies continuously. Hence, since the image of f is bounded, the value of f converges to a value: there is a number l, such that, for every l > l, f (π(l )) = f (π(l)). The following definition of odd S{1}-ranking relates the convergence to an odd value with the fact that B states are visited only finitely often. Then, the construction of the NBW below is justified by Lemma 6.
Definition 5 (odd S{1}-ranking) An S{1}-ranking is odd whenever, for every path π of G, either (i) π visits infinitely often G states, or (ii) f converges to an odd value on π.
Lemma 6 G is an accepting run iff there is an odd
S{1}-ranking for G.
An equivalent NBW:
We describe here the translation from ASW{1} into NBW. The main idea is to encode in the states of the NBW cuts of a run DAG of the ASW{1}, decorated with enough information to check whether an oddranking exists. In particular, each state of the alternating automaton present in a given state of the NBW is labeled with a ranking value. This annotation must respect the definition of ranking (Def. 4). Additionally, the set of states of the ASW{1} that form a state of the NBW are partitioned into those that owe an improvement in the ranking (either a visit to a G state or a decrease in the ranking), and those that already showed improvement. Membership to the owe set is propagated, so an accepting state is one in which all constituent states have seen some progress since the last accepting state. After an accepting state, the owe set is reset. is a function that satisfies:
The states of N consist of a set S representing elements of a cut of a run DAG of A. The function f represents an S{1}-ranking, where Q1 guarantees that no B node receives an odd value, and D2 guarantees the non-increasing condition of rankings. Condition D1 ensures that successor states of N correspond to legal successor cuts of a run of A. Finally, condition D3 ensures that O contains those vertices of the run DAG that have not seen progress for some path leading to them, where progress is defined as visiting a G state, or experiencing a decrease in f . A reset of this check is represented by a final state, which can happen only when all paths to all states contain some progress, as captured by F N . Finally, I1 captures that the initial states of N correspond to initial cuts of runs of A. All these facts imply that a successful run DAG of A is matched by a successful run of N .
Theorem 7 Let A be an ASW{1} and N the corresponding NBW. Then w ∈ L(A) if and only if w ∈ L(N ).
The automaton obtained can be easily pruned with one simple observation: if there is an odd S{1}-ranking, then there is an odd S{1}-ranking where all decreases (according to D2) only drop to the highest legal value. That is:
This observation reduces the guessing in f to only two possibilities, providing a more efficient translation. The next paragraphs exploit the internal structure of stratified ASW{1} automata to introduce a faster solution, specific for the particular case of AHW.
Rankings for Stratified ASW{1} : Consider a stratified ASW{1}. This is an automaton for which Q is divided into strata (S 1 , . . . , S k ) ordered according to <, and each stratum is labeled by a function α as either Büchi (all states are either B or G) or coBüchi (no state is G). The stratification structure implies that for every q ∈ S i and successor p with p ∈ S j , either S j = S i or S j < S i .
Remark: This automaton is equivalent to an AHW with H = (S 1 , . . . , S k ), <, α and
We use m j = |S j | to refer to the number of states in stratum S j . We first define the notion of stratified S{1}-ranking:
Intuitively, a stratified ASW{1} ranking is like an ASW{1} ranking except values need not decrease when moving across strata. Due to the stratification, every trace of a run gets trapped in a stratum of the automaton. Once the trace converges to a stratum, either the trace visits infinitely many good nodes, or the ranking converges to a single value. Again, the notion of odd ranking captures whether the suffix traces are accepting.
Definition 9 A stratified S{1}-ranking is odd whenever, for every infinite path π of G, either (i) π visits infinitely often G states, or (ii) π gets trapped in stratum S j and f j converges to an odd value on π.
The following lemma justifies the construction of NBW using stratified rankings.
Lemma 10 G is an accepting run iff there is a stratified odd S{1}-ranking for G.
Stratified rankings drastically limit the guessing that is necessary in the construction of the states of the NBW, because each ranking is local to the stratum under consideration. The following choices produce a good ranking for stratum S j , if there is one such a good ranking G1. If S j is an accepting stratum and q j ∈ S j , f j (q j ) = 1. G2. If S j is a rejecting stratum and
Note that this restriction eliminates the guessing except for coBüchi strata, and consequently ranking guessing only happens to the states of N r in expressions x r y. In terms of the LTL fragment, all delays are one step so the size of |N r | = 1 and hence the maximum size of the coBüchi strata is 1. In fact, for LTL sub-expressions of the form x r y, N r consists of a single B state, which can be assigned value 2. Consequently, following the steps in this paper LTL expressions get translated into NBW of size 2 O(n) .
An equivalent NBW using Stratified Rankings:
We refine the construction for general ASW{1} rankings, limiting the guesses using G1-G4. Also, only predecessors within the same stratum are considered when computing f : 
VI. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
This section reports the result of an empirical evaluation of the translation algorithms presented above. The evaluation was performed using a sequential implementation written in OCaml, available online at [16] . The running times reported in Fig. 1 were obtained using an Intel Core2 @ 2.83GHz with 8GB of RAM running a 64 bit Linux kernel. Fig. 1 compares the number of states and the running time used to compute explicit NBW representations of two families of formulas (and their negation), for i = 8, 11, 17, 20. These choices are inspired by [8] : The table illustrates that the general ASW{1} ranking is only practical for the smallest cases. Limiting the guessing to the highest ranks allows to handle slightly larger formulas. The stratified ranking translation results in a dramatic improvement, comparable to state of the art LTL translators, particularly considering that our prototype does not use simulations or handle propositional alphabets (only discrete alphabets). Simulation reductions have been reported [8] to be a very effective method to reduce the size of the NBW generated, but this optimization is currently ongoing work.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a novel translation from the logic RLTL into alternating parity automata using only colors 0, 1 and 2, based on a bottom-up construction of specular pairs accepting complement languages. Inspired by the duality in the translation we introduce universal sequential operators that enrich the logic with negation normal forms. We also show that the resulting automata enjoy some stratified structure in their transition relation that makes all their strata purely Büchi or coBüchi. These automata are equivalent to hesitant automata. Then, we study translations of the resulting automata into NBW. The main result is the specialization of Street rankings to stratified automata to obtain a more efficient ranking translation. Unlike [11] our construction preserves the alphabet between the alternating automaton an the NBW. We are currently investigating alternative algorithms for model-checking RLTL specifications based on bounded model checking [17] , antichains [18] and IC3 [19] .
